Mini camping Nature Ferie
Dear guests
We are happy that you have chosen to stay with us. Nature Ferie is a small
cozy camping place with a few rules to ensure the most pleasant stay for you
and our other camping guests.

General camping rules
1. No cars on the camping place fields (exceptions must be discussed with
us)
2. The maximum speed is 5 km everywhere (the same for bikes)
3. It is prohibited to bike at;
I.

the forest path between the camping field and the bridge

II.

the terrain at the hiker’s huts, common room and sanitation area.
This also applies for children. In connection with the free ranging
chickens, other animals and pedestrians.

4. There is an evening clock after 22 which means;
I.

It’s not allowed to do the dishes anymore, and

II.

Children should play quietly at their own camping place

5. Only at the soccer and volleyball fields is it allowed to play with a ball.
6. The showers are free, however be aware of the environment and warm
water for other camping guests. Do not shower for longer than 6
minutes.
7. Turn off the lights when you are the last person using the sanitation
room and common areas.
8. Be aware that the neighbor’s field where the cows graze, is a fenced
with an electric fence.
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Mini camping Nature Ferie
Cooking
1. Because fire hazard is it only allowed to cook on a stable elevation of
±0,5m above the ground or in the camping kitchen on the camping field.
2. Small gas burners may only be used in combination with stable materials
we offer or they can be used in the kitchens on the field
3. It is not allowed to place hot pans or other hot objects on the grass.
4. BBQ on a fire at the fireplace is only allowed after consulting us.
5. Do not claim any picknick tables these are common and for everyone to
use.
6. Think about the fire safety in and around your camp. Preventative
means are available at the camping. However advisable is to carry your
own means and equipment with you at your camp.

Arrival and departure times
At arrival, first announce your arrival before entering the camping field.
For the hiker’s huts, the apartment and the bungalow:
§ Arrival from 15:00.
§ Departure before 10:00.
Leave the accommodation empty and broom clean.
For campers, caravans and tents
§ Arrival from 14:00
§ Departure before 10:00.
Exceptions are possible after consulting us.
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Mini camping Nature Ferie
Sanitation on the camping field
1. Do not flush wastewater and or chemical toilet water through the toilets
or sinks. (This is a grinding system) Instead, use the concrete drainage
point located at the bridge in the forest.
2. Do not do your dishes or wash your laundry in the sink by the toilet on
the camping field. This sink is destined for washing hands and brushing
your teeth.

Waste
1. Our pot-bellied pigs love to eat your organic waste. However they are
full vegetarians and must not be fed any meat products.
2. Other waste should be sorted and disposed at the assigned garbage
station next to the container. Residual/remaining waste should be
disposed in a closed bag in the residual waste bin.

Pets
1. At arrival, leave the dog in the car until registration has been completed
and you have been appointed your camping place.
2. Dogs should be on a leash.
3. Dogs are not allowed in the central common areas of the camping (the
forest path, around the hiker’s huts and the sanitation building)
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